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Abstract. Tropical tree height-diameter (H:D) relationships
may vary by forest type and region making large-scale estimates of above-ground biomass subject to bias if they ignore these differences in stem allometry. We have therefore
developed a new global tropical forest database consisting
of 39 955 concurrent H and D measurements encompassing
283 sites in 22 tropical countries. Utilising this database, our
objectives were:
1. to determine if H:D relationships differ by geographic
region and forest type (wet to dry forests, including
zones of tension where forest and savanna overlap).
2. to ascertain if the H:D relationship is modulated by climate and/or forest structural characteristics (e.g. standlevel basal area, A).
3. to develop H:D allometric equations and evaluate biases to reduce error in future local-to-global estimates
of tropical forest biomass.
Annual precipitation coefficient of variation (PV ), dry season length (SD ), and mean annual air temperature (TA )
emerged as key drivers of variation in H:D relationships at
the pantropical and region scales. Vegetation structure also
played a role with trees in forests of a high A being, on average, taller at any given D. After the effects of environment and forest structure are taken into account, two main
regional groups can be identified. Forests in Asia, Africa and
the Guyana Shield all have, on average, similar H:D relationships, but with trees in the forests of much of the Amazon
Basin and tropical Australia typically being shorter at any
given D than their counterparts elsewhere.
The region-environment-structure model with the lowest
Akaike’s information criterion and lowest deviation estimated stand-level H across all plots to within a median −2.7
to 0.9% of the true value. Some of the plot-to-plot variability
in H:D relationships not accounted for by this model could
be attributed to variations in soil physical conditions. Other
Biogeosciences, 8, 1081–1106, 2011

things being equal, trees tend to be more slender in the absence of soil physical constraints, especially at smaller D.
Pantropical and continental-level models provided less robust estimates of H , especially when the roles of climate and
stand structure in modulating H:D allometry were not simultaneously taken into account.

1

Introduction

High rates of vertical growth allow trees to physically dominate over other plant growth forms where the environment is
suitable (Moles et al., 2009). Ecological studies concerned
with horizontal components of forest structure, such as stem
density and basal area, have shown large scale variations
along broad environmental and/or edaphic gradients (Proctor et al., 1983; Baker et al., 2004b; Malhi et al., 2006; Paoli
et al., 2008); however, variations in the vertical components
of forest structure and their causes remain much less studied. This is despite available evidence suggesting that tree
height, H , for a given diameter (D) may vary significantly
among species (King, 1996) and across regions (Nogueira et
al., 2008b). Such differences could hold important implications for carbon storage potential of tropical forests. This
is because tropical tree above-ground biomass and carbon
fluxes are usually estimated by applying allometric equations
to diameter measurements only: thus assuming a constant
height-diameter (H:D) ratio, stem taper and crown mass fraction (e.g., Baker et al., 2004a; Chave et al., 2005; Phillips et
al., 1998; Malhi et al., 2006). But if tropical tree H:D allometries vary significantly and systematically, then this assumption could be introducing systematic errors to large-scale
biomass estimates. Recent estimates of the impact of changing tropical forest biomass and productivity on the global carbon cycle (Phillips et al., 2008; Lewis et al., 2009; Phillips
et al., 2009) are sensitive to the underlying assumptions of
the allometric models that scale tree measurements to carbon
www.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/
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numbers. Here, we analyse a new, global, wet to dry tropical
forest tree height-diameter database of nearly forty thousand
individual tree height measurements. Our aim is to improve
understanding of tropical tree allometric differences and reduce uncertainty in tropical biomass carbon estimates at the
regional, continental and global scale.
We considered it likely that tropical tree H:D allometry
would be found to vary substantially along spatial and environmental gradients. For example, altitudinal transects have
shown that stand-level average H declines more sharply with
elevation than does the average D (Grubb, 1977), with the
latter sometimes even increasing with altitude (Lieberman et
al., 1996). Soil substrate may also interact with altitude to
modulate H:D relationships (Aiba and Kitayama, 1999). Independent of altitude, plot-to-plot variability has also been
observed. For example, Ketterings (2001) suggested that
site-specific H:D relationships were required for accurate
biomass estimates of mixed secondary forests in Indonesia.
There are also indications that climatic regime can influence H:D allometry. Hydraulic limitation theory predicts that
tree height is ultimately limited by water availability, and
thus gradients in maximum tree height may be expected to
coincide with rainfall distribution (Ryan and Yoder, 1997;
Ryan et al., 2006). But as water becomes more limiting, there
are no associated reasons for D to be similarly reduced. Indeed, a greater sapwood cross sectional area per unit height
may well be advantageous in water limited environments in
terms of water transport efficiency. Bullock (2000) observed
trees in a very dry deciduous forest in Mexico to be exceptionally “thick” for a given height, with a logarithmic H:D allometric scaling coefficient much smaller than those reported
for wetter forests.
Forest structure, e.g. stem density, may also affect individual tree H:D allometry and mono-specific plantation spacing experiments have been used to demonstrate these effects. For example, working with Cordia alliodora in Costa
Rica, Hummel (2000) found that trees that were more widely
spaced tended to have similar H but a greater D than those
that were more closely packed. These differences may be associated with either the increased competition for light or the
reduced wind stress in more densely packed stands (Henry
and Aarssen, 1999). It would also be expected that trees
growing in regions characterized by occasional but extreme
wind events such as cyclones or hurricanes would also tend
be shorter for a given D than those growing in less perturbed
environments due to a need to withstand windthrow events
(de Gouvenain and Silander, 2003).
Despite the above considerations, most estimates of tropical forest stand-level biomass and/or productivity have been
based on measurements of tree diameters alone or a combination of diameter and wood density, ρW (Baker et al., 2004b;
Chambers et al., 2001; Malhi et al., 2004, 2006; Nascimento
and Laurance, 2002). Equations to improve biomass estimates by including tree height as an additional factor do,
however, exist (Brown et al., 1989; Chave et al., 2005) and
www.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/
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analysis of such equations has shown that tree height helps
explain a significant further amount of variation in aboveground biomass. For example, as shown by the pantropical equations of Chave et al. (2005), the most important parameters in estimating biomass (in decreasing order of importance) were D, ρW , H and forest type (classified as dry,
moist or wet forest) with the inclusion of H reported to reduce the standard error of biomass estimates from 19.5 to
12.5% (Chave et al., 2005). Similarly, differences in H alone
led to reductions in biomass estimates of between 4 and 11%
in Southern Amazonian forests (dominated by shorter trees)
as compared to using an uncorrected biomass model developed in Central Amazonia (Nogueira et al., 2008b).
In practice, height is rarely included as a parameter in
above-ground biomass calculations (but see Lewis et al.,
2009). This omission of tree height in tropical forest biomass
estimates has resulted, at least in part, from of a lack of
applicable equations to estimate tree H from D. Although
many site specific equations exist, and with some more general analyses having been undertaken, especially in conjunction with the rapidly proliferating literature on size dependent constraints on productivity and underlying “optimality
theory” (e.g., Niklas and Spatz, 2004), to our knowledge we
are currently limited to one pantropical moist forest H:D allometric equation derived from a dataset of ca. 4000 trees
sampled in Venezuela, Puerto Rico and Papua New Guinea
(Brown et al., 1989). Improved understanding of variation in
H:D relationships within and across the major tropical forest
regions should contribute to the development of more accurate models for biomass estimation.
To address the above questions, this study examines allometric differences for trees in 283 tropical forest sample plots
spanning a broad range of climatic conditions, with data from
all major tropical forest regions of the world. Our objectives
were to:
1. determine if tree H:D relationships differ with geographic location;
2. ascertain the extent to which geographical differences in
H:D relationships result from site, climate and/or forest
structural characteristics; and,
3. develop H:D allometric equations and evaluate their
biases to reduce error in local and pantropical forest
biomass estimates.

2

Materials and methods

We present a compilation of published and unpublished measurements of tropical tree height and forest structure from
283 plots generally ranging in size from 0.22 to 1 ha, with
two large plots of ca. 50 ha, consisting of 39 955 individual tree height measurements with concomitant measurement
Biogeosciences, 8, 1081–1106, 2011
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Fig. 1. Location of study sites. Symbols are proportional to plot sample sizes for tree height measurements. See Supplement, Table S1 for
plot details.

of diameter at breast height (1.3 m) ≥1 dm (Fig. 1, Supplement, Table S1). In most cases permanent sample plots had
been established, with tree height measured primary in oldgrowth (n = 36 386) and some secondary (n = 3569) forest
with stand-level tree basal area (A, m2 ha−1 ) and stem density typically measured non-destructively using standardized
international inventory methods (e.g., Phillips et al., 2010).
In brief, all live trees and palms with stems greater than 1 dm
diameter at breast height were measured to the nearest 1 mm
at 1.3 m height or 0.5 m above deformations, buttresses or
stilt-roots, where the stem became uniform. Trees had usually been identified to species by a local botanist. The vegetation sampled spanned a wide range of stem diameters, stem
densities and basal areas (Table 1), with A ranging from 5.7
Fig. 1.toLocation
sites. Symbols
proportional
7.1 m2 ha−1of
in study
semi-deciduous
old-growthare
forests
in South
2 ha−1 in
America
and
Australia,
to
a
maximum
of
65.7
m
See Supplemental material Table S1 for plot details.
old-growth forests in Australia.
2.1

Study locations and climate

Measurements were made in 22 countries in geographically
distinct regions (e.g., Brazilian versus Guyana Shield) in
Africa, Asia, Australia and South America. Climate data
(mean annual precipitation, PA , precipitation coefficient of
variation, PV , dry season length, SD , and mean annual temperature, TA ) and altitude were obtained from WorldClim
global coverage at a 2.5 min resolution based on meteorological station data from 1950–2000 (Hijmans et al., 2005).
We defined SD as the total months per year with < 0.10 m
precipitation (this monthly rate being roughly equivalent to
the typical transpiration rate of a tropical forest in the absence of water limitations: Shuttleworth, 1988; Malhi and
Wright, 2004). The PV is calculated as σ/µ where µ is
the mean and σ the standard deviation on the mean monthly
precipitation values for each site. As detailed below, data
utilised for this analysis consist mostly of previously unre46
ported measurements with much of the new data from Africa
being made available through the AfriTRON network (Lewis
Biogeosciences, 8, 1081–1106, 2011

et al., 2009), previously reported and new height data from
South America through the RAINFOR network (Baker et al.,
2009; Lloyd et al., 2010) and with substantial new contributions for Asia (Banin, 2010).
2.1.1

Africa

Three geographic regions were identified, viz. West, Central
and East Africa with a total of 11 801 trees measured. West
African measurements were made in Ghana and Liberia,
along with previously published data (Müller and Nielsen,
1965), sampled across PA varying from 1.21 to 2.38 m a−1
(Table 1). Central African sites comprise plots sampled in
Southern Cameroon and Gabon. These sites represent a PA
to plot from
sample
tree
height
measurements.
ranging
1.59sizes
m a−1 for
in the
north
to 1.83
m a−1 in the
south. East African sites had been established in Uganda and
Tanzania, with PA ranging from 1.20 to 1.87 m a−1 . Precipitation is seasonal at all African sites, with PV varying from
0.40 to 0.93. The number of months with precipitation less
than 0.1 m per month varies from 1 to 8 months across the
African sites (Table 1).
2.1.2

South America

Plots from South America were classified into four regions
based on geography and substrate origin. These consisted
of Western Amazonia (Ecuador, Peru and Colombia), with
soils mostly originating from recently weathered Andean deposits (Quesada et al., 2009b), the Southern Amazonian area
of the Brazilian Shield (Bolivia and Brazil), the Guyana
Shield (Guyana, French Guiana, Venezuela), and EasternCentral Amazonia (Brazil) comprised of old sedimentary
substrates derived from the other three regions. Tree height
was measured for a total of 17 067 trees in South America. Western Amazonian sites incorporated moist and wet
forests with PA from 1.66 to 3.87 m a−1 . In the Brazilian
Shield, forests included the chiquitano (dry forest) and dry
and moist forests of Bolivia and Brazil with PA from 0.82
www.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/
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Table 1. Environmental and forest structure variables tested in models, including minimum, maximum, median, mean ± StDev, basal area
(A, m2 ha−1 ), tree stem density (DS , ha−1 ) mean annual precipitation (PA , m a−1 ) precipitation coefficient of variance (PV ), mean annual
temperature (TA ), dry season (SD , no. months < 0.1 m), altitude (AL , m a.s.l.) for primary and secondary forests in Africa, Asia, Australia
and South America.
C. Africa

E. Africa

W. Africa

Brazilian Shield

E.C. Amazonia

Guyana Shield

W. Amazonia

SE. Asia

Australia

Grand Mean

Min/Max
Median
Mean ± StDev

11.9/42.9
35.8
33.4 ± 7.5

17/53.7
33.9
34 ± 8.6

22.6/34.6
27.4
27.8 ± 2.5

7.1/32.4
20.4
22.2 ± 5.3

1.7/47.7
25.0
23.5 ± 10.2

16/37
27.7
27.6 ± 5.4

15.6/39
29.0
27.8 ± 2.9

11.2/52
34.4
32.2 ± 8.0

5.7/65.7
54.3
50.2 ± 12.2

1.7/65.7
29.2
32.4 ± 12.6

DS (ha−1 )
Min/Max
Median
Mean ± StDev

286/1056
429
451 ± 98

230/639
453
462 ± 105

126/608
413
414 ± 75

236/828
539
551 ± 110

153/927
608
595 ± 173

297/992
511
515 ± 99

278/814
530
559 ± 74

NA
NA
NA

340/1153
885
871 ± 181

126/1153
530
586 ± 204

PA (m a−1 )
Min/Max
Median
Mean ± StDev

1.59/1.83
1.66
1.70 ± 0.72

1.12/1.87
1.38
1.43 ± 0.15

1.21/2.38
2.33
2.20 ± 0.22

0.82/2.36
1.64
1.67 ± 0.27

1.78/2.64
2.21
2.16 ± 0.29

1.38/3.42
2.64
2.73 ± 0.49

1.66/3.86
1911
2.23 ± 0.64

1.09/3.80
2.67
2.45 ± 0.66

0.67/2.84
1.67
1.78 ± 0.45

0.67/3.86
1.96
2.08 ± 0.54

PV
Min/Max
Median
Mean ± StDev

0.57/0.75
0.65
0.66 ± 0.06

0.42/0.89
0.70
0.69 ± 0.20

0.40/0.93
0.40
0.46 ± 0.1

0.56/0.81
0.75
0.75 ± 0.06

0.33/0.85
0.63
0.61 ± 0.13

0.24/0.47
0.44
0.42 ± 0.06

0.15/0.66
0.55
0.48 ± 0.20

0.14/0.86
0.30
0.32 ± 0.17

0.72/1.11
0.86
0.85 ± 0.09

0.15/1.11
0.59
0.60 ± 0.21

TA (◦ C)
Min/Max
Median
Mean ± StDev

23.3/25.4
23.7
24.0 ± 0.7

15.3/24.9
20.9
21.2 ± 2.0

25.7/26.7
25.9
26.0 ± 0.2

21.5/26.1
25.0
24.7 ± 0.6

25.7/27.1
26.8
26.5 ± 0.6

25.1/26.6
26.6
26 ± 0.7

23.7/26.5
26.3
25.9 ± 0.8

15.5/27.5
26.4
26.0 ± 1.5

18.4/25.7
22.3
21.8 ± 1.7

15.3/27.5
25.7
24.7 ± 2.2

SD (months)
Min/Max
Median
Mean ± StDev

4/5
4
4.2 ± 0.4

3/8
6
5.7 ± 1.5

1/6
1
1.7 ± 1.1

3/9
5
5.2 ± 0.9

1/6
5
4.4 ± 1.6

0/4
1
1.4 ± 0.9

0/5
4
3.1 ± 2.2

0/6
0
0.5 ± 1.7

4/10
7
6.4 ± 1.1

0/10
4.0
3.7 ± 2.4

AL (m a.s.l)
Min/Max
Median
Mean ± St Dev

236/858
597
529 ± 195

281/1779
1066
1094 ± 260

11/327
159
187 ± 52

83/731
341
338 ± 72

9/256
102
100 ± 80

90/407
90
143 ± 95

98/511
172
197 ± 77

14/2178
135
211 ± 276

14/1054
812
669 ± 346

9/2178
213
347 ± 328

A (m2 ha−1 )

to 2.36 m a−1 . Vegetation formations in the Guyana Shield
included dry and moist forests with PA ranging from 1.35 to
3.42 m a−1 . Eastern-Central Amazonian sites included dry
and moist forest in the Brazilian states of Amazonas and Pará
with PA ranging from 1.78 to 2.64 m a−1 . The PV ranged
from 0.15 to 0.85 across all South American sites and SD
ranged from 0 to 9 months (Table 1).
2.1.3

Asia

We classified forests in Asia as a single region for this study
because of small sample size, with a total of 2616 trees sampled. Wet and moist forests were sampled in Sarawak, Sabah
and Brunei (making up Northern Borneo), Kalimantan (Indonesian Borneo) and Peninsular Malaysia, and data from
dry forests were compiled from the literature for Cambodia
and Thailand (Yamakura et al., 1986; Aiba and Kitayama,
1999; Hozumi et al., 1969; Ogawa et al., 1965; Sabhasri
et al., 1968; Neal, 1967; Ogino et al., 1967). Precipitation
ranged from 1.09 to 3.80 m a−1 , with SD between 0 and 6
months and PV varying from 0.14 to 0.86 (Table 1).

www.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/

2.1.4

Australia

Australian measurements were taken in tropical “dry scrub”
and moist forest in Northern Australia, which taken together
with published data (Graham, 2006) provided measurements
for a total of 8471 trees. All trees sampled were from Northern Queensland where precipitation varies over very short
distance from coastal to inland sites, with PA ranging from
0.67 to 2.84 m a−1 , SD ranging from 4 to 10 months and with
high PV between 0.72 to 1.11. Although at an unusually
low rainfall for what is generally considered tropical forest,
nearly 90% of the species within the “scrub forests” of inland Australia are also found in the more typical dry tropical forests which occur at much higher precipitation regimes
closer to the Queensland coast (Fensham, 1996) and have
thus been included in the current study (see also Sect. 2.4).
2.2

Tree height and diameter

Tree height (H ) was measured for a subset of trees or every tree ≥1 dm in diameter in each plot. A minimum size
of 1 dm was selected since it is a frequently selected cut-off
point in forest inventory measurements, and is therefore suitable in terms of application to biomass estimation. When
Biogeosciences, 8, 1081–1106, 2011
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a subset of trees was sampled, H was generally measured by
stratified 1 dm diameter classes to aid in the development of
plot-specific H:D curves, with a minimum of 10 individuals
randomly selected from each diameter class (i.e., 1 to 2, >2
to 3, >3 to 4 dm, and >4 dm) (sampling methods are detailed
further in Table S1). Tree heights had been measured with
Vertex hypsometers (Vertex Laser VL400 Ultrasonic-Laser
Hypsometer III, Haglöf Sweden), laser range-finders (e.g.,
LaserAce 300 and LaserAce Hypsometer; MDL), mechanical clinometers, physically climbing the tree with a tape measure, or by destructive means (detailed by site in Table S1).
To examine how tree H was related to stem D, independent of external factors such as recent damage by treefall,
we exluded from the analysis all trees known to be broken or
with substantial crown damage and all palms. Tree architectural differences were first evaluated by continent and region
using the Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric multiple comparison test from the pgirmess package (Giraudoux, 2010) in “R”
(R Development Core Team, 2009).
2.3

Soil chemical and physical characteristics

Soil physical and chemical properties had also been sampled in a subset of plots in South America, Africa, Asia and
Australia using standard protocols (Quesada et al., 2010).
Briefly, a minimum of five samples were taken in each plot
up to 2 m depth (substrate permitting), a soil pit dug to 2 m
depth and soil sampled an additional 2 m depth from the base
of the pit. Exchangeable cations were determined by the silver thiourea method (Pleysier and Juo, 1980), soil carbon in
an automated elemental analyser as described by Pella (1990)
and Nelson and Sommers (1996), and particle size analysed
using the Boyoucos method (Gee and Bauder, 1986). An index of soil physical properties was calculated for each site
(Quesada et al., 2010). This “Quesada Index”, 5, is based
on measures of effective soil depth, soil structure, topography and anoxia.
2.4

Classification of vegetation types

Classifying forests according to environmental factors (e.g.
precipitation) and forest structure (e.g. basal area, stem density) has in the past been found useful in segregating vegetation to apply appropriate allometric equations (e.g., Brown
et al., 1989). To explore the success of simplified allometric equations (which do not require the input of multiple environmental parameters) we classified vegetation based on
forest life zones (sensu Chave et al., 2005) forests being
classed as dry (PA < 1.5 m), moist (1.5 m ≤ PA ≤ 3.5 m) or
wet (PA > 3.5 m) (Table 1, Fig. S1). We distinguished transitional forest from savanna as vegetation formations that
do not normally support a grass-dominated understory (i.e.
canopy closure). Successional status was assigned as either
old-growth or secondary forest.
Biogeosciences, 8, 1081–1106, 2011

2.5

Model development and evaluation

A number of allometric models describing the relationship
between H and D have been described in the past taking
many linear and non-linear forms (e.g., Fang and Bailey,
1998). For this study we initially tested equations of five
forms: log–linear, log–log, Weibull, monomolecular, and
rectangular hyperbola (see Supplement, Table S2). Log–
linear and log–log are the most frequently used (e.g., Brown
et al., 1989) and have been suggested as the most parsimonious models (Nogueira et al., 2008a). On the other hand,
asymptotic functions have been argued to be useful for comparisons between forests since a maximum height parameter
is fitted using iterative non-linear regression (Bailey, 1980).
These functions relate H to D at 1.3 m, with maximum
height, Hmax being one important parameter in the associated model fit.
In order to inform our choice of model, we first compared
the ability of the five allometric functions to predict H at
multiple scales (pantropical, continental, regional and plot).
To fit these alternative models, we used the “nlme” package (Pinheiro et al., 2010) in the R software with associated parameters estimated as forest- or region-specific constants (Supplement, Table S3). Plot-level models (with individual parameters for each plot) did not consistently explain
a greater percent of the variability in the data compared to
that of more aggregated large-scale models. A comparison
of the deviation of models of different forms is shown in the
Supplement, Table S4, Fig. S2.
Irrespective of geographic scale, models of the log–log
form had the lowest deviation from measured values, with
the residuals of tree H not showing any detectable trend by
diameter class when the log–log relationship was applied
(Fig. S3). In the case of this dataset, asymptotic functions
such as the Weibull form, which may provide an estimate of
ecologically meaningful Hmax , provided poorer estimates of
H relative to the log–log models for dry and wet, but not for
moist forests. The greatest constraint on non-linear models
was that they frequently did not converge (e.g., 30% of the
time for the Weibull function for plot-level fits).
Based on the above analysis, we therefore chose the
log(H ) ∝ log(D) parameterisation for a more detailed study
of the effects of location, stand structure and environment on
tree H:D relationships.
2.5.1

The multi-level log–log model

Using multilevel modeling techniques (Snijders and Bosker,
1999), we first considered the relationship between H and D
independent of how the H:D relationship may vary across
spatial units (continent, region and plot) and treated both
tree-to-tree variation (within a plot) and variations in overall mean coefficients as random (residual) effects.
www.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/
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Considering tree-to-tree variation as the only source of
“residual” error, the global average H:D relationship can be
defined as
log(Htp ) = β0p + β1 log(Dtp ) + Rtp ,

(1)

where Htp is the tree height (measured on tree “t” located
within plot “p”), β0p is an intercept term which, as indicated by its nomenclature, can vary between plots, β1 is the
slope of the regression between the log-transformed H and
D (common to all trees and plots) and Rtp is the residual.
With β0p taken as common to all plots, Eq. (1) then transforms to a simple log–log regression equation. Although in
most cases the residual term is not specifically written. Taking the fitted (fixed) effects only then
elog(Htp ) = eβ0p +β1 log(Dtp ) ,

Htp = e

Dtp

βtp

.

(3)

(4)

where γ00 is the average intercept for the trees sampled and
U0p is a random variable controlling for the effects of variations between plots (i.e. with a unique value for each plot).
Then, using a general notation, we can combine Eqs. (1) and
(4) to yield
log(Htp ) = γ00 + β1 log(Dtp ) + U0p + Rtp

(5)

where β1 describes how H varies with the natural logarithm
of D but with the same value for all trees within all plots.
Equation (5) is a “two-level random intercept model” with
trees (level 1) nested within plots (level 2). For the U0p , just
as is the case for the Rtp , it is assumed they are drawn from
normally distributed populations and the population variance
of the lower level residuals (Rtp ) is likewise assumed to be
constant across trees. Note that the mean value of U0p ≡ 0
for the dataset as a whole. As is the normal case in any leastsquares regression model, within each plot the mean Rtp = 0.
Although Eq. (5) allows for different plots to have different intercepts through the random U0p term, it also specifies
an invariant slope for the H:D scaling relationship (i.e., independent of plot). A plot-dependent (random) slope effect
does, however, turn out to be important as part of the current study (see Sects. 3.1 and 3.2) and can be incorporated
by taking βlp = γ10 + Ulp log(Dlp ) and then adding the additional random term to Eq. (5) to give
log(Htp ) = γ00 + γ10 log(Dtp ) + U0p + U1p log(Dtp ) + Rtp (6)
www.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/

var(U1p ) = τ12

(7)

Equations (6 and 7) form the basis of our analysis, but with
Eq. (6) subsequently modified, in the following steps, to examine how continental or regional location, climate and stand
structure also modulate the H:D relationship. For example,
effects of stand structure and climate can be included by
adding new terms to Eq. (6) viz.
log(Htp ) = γ00 + ς01 A +

Thus, in any log–log model fit which follows, the intercept
term can be taken to represent the (natural) logarithm of the
value of Htp when Dtp = 1 dm with the slope representing a
“scaling coefficient”, i.e. the proportional change in Htp for
any given change in Dtp .
The intercept term of Eq. (1) can be split into an average
intercept and plot dependent deviations. Firstly we write
β0p = γ00 + U0p ,

var(Rtp ) = σ 2 , var(U0p ) = τ02 ,
cov(U0p ,U1p ) = τ01 .

(2)

which simplifies to
β0p

We refer to Eq. (6) as a “pantropical” equation. Associated
with the random terms is variability at both the plot and the
tree level as well as a covariance between U0p and Ulp . We
denote the associated variances (var) and the level 2 (plot)
covariance (cov) as

M
X

η0E + γ10 log(Dtp ) + [U0p

(8)

E=1

+U1p log(Dtp ) + Rtp ]
where ς01 is an additional fixed-effect “intercept” term describing the effect of A and M is the number of environmental variables (E) examined, and with η0E being the associated
additional fixed effect “intercept” terms for the environmental effects. We refer to Eq. (8) as a “pantropical-environmentstructure” equation where the first three terms represent the
(fixed) intercept effects, the next term defining the (fixed)
slope effect and the three last (square bracketed) terms representing the random (plot and residual) effects.
Alternatively, fixed-effect “continent” terms can be included using categorical (indicator) variables. For example,
contrasting continents with indicator variables then set 0 for
Asia, 1 for Australia, 2 for Africa, and 3 for South America
and affecting both the slope and intercept terms. Expressed
formally this is
log(Htp ) = γ00 + γ10 log(Dtp ) +

N
−1
X

[γ0C + γ1C log(Dtp )] (9)

C=1

+[U0p + U1p log(Dtp ) + Rtp ]
where C is an indicator variable as described above and N is
the number of continents sampled (in this case four). Within
Eq. (9), a tree within a given plot is given a value of 1 if that
plot is located within the relevant continent but zero otherwise. We refer to Eq. (9) as a “continent” level equation. It
is also possible to include effects such as stand structure and
climate within the continental level equations, such that
log(Htp ) = γ00 + γ10 log(Dtp ) +

N
−1
X

[γ0C + γ1C log(Dtp )]

(10)

C=1

+ς01 A +

M
X

η0E + [U0p + U1p log(Dtp ) + Rtp ]

E=1

giving a “continent-environment-structure” equation.
Biogeosciences, 8, 1081–1106, 2011
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Also considered here are equations based on a simple forest moisture class classification (viz. “Dry”, “Moist” and
“Wet”) rather than environmental variables (Sect. 2.1.4) as
has been applied, for example, by Chave et al. (2005). We
refer to these as “classification” equations. For example, a
“continent-classification-structure” equation is
log(Htp ) = γ00 + γ10 log(Dtp ) +

N−1
X

[γ0C + γ1C log(Dtp )] (11)

C=1

+ς01 A +

JX
−1

χ0F + [U0p + Ulp log(Dlp ) + Rtp ]

κ=1

where F denotes the forest moisture class as defined by
Holdridge (1967), with indicator variable values used here
of 0 for “dry forest” (PA ≤ 1.5 m), 1 for “moist forest”,
(1.5 m < PA ≤ 3.5 m) and 2 for “wet forest” (PA > 3.5 m),
and κ defines the number of forest classes (in this case κ = 3).
It is also possible to write region-specific (R) equations
similar to the continent-specific equations above. For example, at the regional level, Eq. (9) becomes
log(Htp ) = γ00 + γ10 log(Dtp ) +

JX
−1

[γ0R + γ1R log(Dtp )] (12)

R=1

+ς01 A +

M
X

η0E + [U0p + Ulp log(Dlp ) + Rtp ]

E=1

where J is the number of regions (in our case 9) and again
with an indicator variable; where here we set Asia = 0,
Australia = 1, Central Africa = 2, East Africa = 3, West
Africa = 4, Brazilian Shield = 5, East-Central Amazonia =
6, Guyana Shield = 7 and West Amazonia = 8.
Multilevel models were developed using lme in the “R”
software platform. Differences between models were evaluated using analysis of variance and comparison of Akaike’s
Information Criterion (AIC), a tool for model selection
where the model with the lowest AIC indicates the best
model, i.e. that which offers the best fit whilst penalising for
number of parameters (Akaike, 1974).
The most parsimonious models were selected based on
analysis of the residuals and AIC. Models were also compared using a “pseudo” R 2 comparing the random variance
terms as in Eq. (7) to those from an “empty model” (with
a fitted intercept term only) as explained in Chapt. 7 of Snidjers and Boskers (1999). Model performance was assessed
a posteriori as the deviation in predicted values from measured values, (Htp − Ĥtp )/Htp , where Ĥtp is the fitted value.
To evaluate deviations in model estimates we compared our
final models to the only other pantropical moist and wet forest H:D models known to us, as described earlier (Brown et
al., 1989), with deviations computed for their data based on
the above technique. Stand-level medians were compared to
reduce the influence of either unusually large or small trees
on comparisons.
Biogeosciences, 8, 1081–1106, 2011

2.5.2

Centering of explanatory data, units, and variable
selection

For the interpretation of results, it is useful for the fitted variables to have an interpretable meaning when the explanatory
values equal zero (Snijders and Bosker, 1999). We thus centered the climate and environment explanatory variables by
subtracting the grand mean, so that x = 0 at its average value.
As shown in the Appendix, this approach results in no change
in the slopes of the fitted relationships, but gives our model
intercept an interpretable meaning, this being the natural logarithm of H when D = 1. It is for this reason we express D
here in decimetres rather than than the more usually referred
to centimetres; our model intercepts then being interpretable
as log(H ) at the often used minimum D for forest inventory
measurements (Phillips et al., 2010).
For the models including environmental effects we first
tested for significant correlations amongst climatic variables
extracted from the 2.5 min resolution WorldClim dataset, as
described in Sect. 2.1 (Hijmans et al., 2005) and selected
a preliminary subset of non-correlated variables. Tree density (ha−1 ) and A for stems ≥1 dm were both tested as forest structural variables. Statistical models were then tested
in a forward selection fashion with a step-wise removal of
explanatory variables that did not improve the model. Tree
density was always non-significant and significant environmental variables included PV , SD , and TA . Interestingly, PV
proved to be a stronger predictor than mean annual precipitation for all models tested.
2.5.3

Goodness of fit and residual analysis

In order to evaluate any biases in the models, level 2 (plot)
residuals were examined as a function of A, PV , SD , and
D, as well as versus PA and AL as shown for the regionenvironment-structure model the Supplement, (Fig. S3). Further to this, we also investigated possible relationships between plot level residuals and a range of soil fertility and
physical characteristics for the 81 plots for which such data
were available (Sect. 2.3). These analyses were performed
for both the pantropical-environment-structure and regionalenvironment-structure models using robust nonparametric
regression techniques (Terpstra and McKean, 2005; McKean
et al., 2009).
3

Results

3.1
3.1.1

Tree height, continent and climate
Global and continental patterns

Tree height variations are summarised in Fig. 2, with trees
partitioned according to three diameter classes (D < 2 dm,
2 < D < 4 dm and D > 4 dm) and separated according to forest moisture classification as described in Sect. 2.4. Notable
differences between the different continents are evident. For
www.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/
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Fig. 2. Tree height distribution by diameter class and continent
for dry, moist, and wet forests in Africa, Asia, Australia and South
America. Bars indicate upper and lower 0.05 quantiles. Different
letters within each panel indicate significant differences (p < 0.05).

example, for the smallest D class the median height for moist
forest trees in South America is 1.6 m less than for Asia
(p < 0.05) with trees from Asia generally taller than other
continents: Differences for moist and wet forest trees are
substantial at D > 4 dm with moist forest Asian trees having
a median height 4.3 m taller than in those in Africa, 7.3 m
taller than those in South America and 9.3 m taller than Australia. Even more impressive are the differences between wet
forests for this highest diameter class for which Asian tropical forest trees have a median height of 40.9 m; this being
about 50% greater than the median of 27.3 m observed for
South American forests.
3.1.2

Pantropical model

Results from fitting the pantropical model of Eq. (5) are
shown in the first data column of Table 2, for which we obtain γ00 = 2.45. It then readily follows that Ĥ for D = 1 dm
is e2.45 = 11.6 m; this being the predicted tree height at D = 1
dm taken across the entire dataset. The fitted scaling coefficient of 0.53 is much less than unity. Thus, for a doubling of
D to 2 dm, Ĥ increases only to 16.7 m whilst for D = 4 dm
Ĥ becomes 24.2 m.
www.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/

The intercept variance associated with plot location, τ02 , is
estimated at 0.178 and over three times the residual term associated with the tree-to-tree (within-plot) variability (σ 2 =
0.054). That is to say, different plots differ considerably in
their intercept terms. Estimating the lower and upper 0.1
quantiles as Ĥ ± 1.3τ0 (Snijders and Bosker, 1999) gives
10% of all plots having an average tree height (D = 1 dm) of
6.7 m or lower. For a plot with a typically high intercept (0.9
quantile) the equivalent estimate is 19.9 m. A similar calculation can be undertaken for the random slope term, τ12 , where
the equivalent confidence interval ranges from 0.47 to 0.67.
Thus, the plot within which a tree is located exerts a strong
influence on its H:D allometry – this to a large degree also
being shared by other trees in the same plot.
3.1.3

Pantropical-structure-environment model

The second column of Table 2 shows the effect of the addition of stand structure and climate to the pantropical model.
The fitted model can be written in terms of its fixed effects
only:
log(H ) = 2.53 + 0.0098Ã + 0.337P̃V − 0.063S̃D
+0.020T̃A + 0.53log(D)

(13)

which provides a simple general equation describing the relationship between H (m) and D (dm) for individual trees accounting for effects of stand basal area (A), precipitation coefficient of variation (PV ), dry season length (SD ), and mean
annual temperature (TA ). Note the tilde above each of the
four intercept-modifying terms in Eq. (13). This is to signify
that, for this equation (and all equations in the main text),
the stand structural and environmental variables have been
centered to aid interpretation of the fitted parameters. Corresponding “non-centered” equations applicable for practical use in the field along with their method of derivation are
given in the Appendix.
The addition of stand-level basal area (A) to the model as
an intercept term is important, with the estimate of 0.0098 ±
0.001 being highly significantly different from zero. The intercept term of the regression also increases with PV but declines with SD . Temperature also affects the intercept term;
with all else being equal, trees in stands growing at a higher
TA tending to have a greater H at any given D.
The inclusion of the three climate variables and A results in a large improvement in the model fit relative to
the pantropical model (based on diameter alone), as can be
seen through comparison of the models’ AIC, with much of
the plot-to-plot variability in the intercept and slope of the
pantropical model accounted for by stand structure and climate, as evidenced by the large reduction observed in the
plot-level residual terms, especially τ02 . No significant effect
of any environmental or structural parameter was found for
the slope of the log(H ):log(D) relationship. Thus, environment and stand structure do not affect the allometric scaling
Biogeosciences, 8, 1081–1106, 2011
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Table 2. Effect of continent, forest structure and climate on model estimates of the relationship between tree height (ln(H ), m) and diameter
(ln(D), dm) for grand-mean-centered structural and environmental data, including the effect of hierarchical structure (random: plot). For the
continent based models the base value is Asia with the continent-classification-structure model also having dry forests as an additional base
value. Significant terms are bold (p < 0.05). Precipitation dry season (SD , months), precipitation coefficient of variance (PV ), mean annual
temperature (TA , ◦ C), forest moisture class (FM , dry, moist, wet), tree basal area (A, m2 ha−1 ). NA: not applicable. See Appendix A for
working equations.

Fixed effects
γ00 = Intercept (pantropical)
γ00 = Intercept (Asia)
γ10 = Coefficient of ln(D): (pantropical)
γ10 = Coefficient of ln(D): (Asia)
γ01 = Intercept (Africa–Asia)
γ02 = Intercept (Australia–Asia)
γ03 = Intercept (S. America–Asia)
γ11 = Coefficient of ln(D): (Africa–Asia)
γ12 = Coefficient of ln(D): (Australia–Asia)
γ13 = Coefficient of ln(D): (S. America–Asia)
ς01 = Intercept (A−32.4): m2 ha−1
η01 = Intercept (PV −0.57)
η02 = Intercept (SD −3.7) : months
η03 = Intercept (TA −24.7): ◦ C
χ01 = Intercept (moist forest–dry forest)
χ02 = Intercept (wet forest–dry forest)
Random effects
Level-two (plot) random effects:
τ02 = var (U0p )
τ12 = var (U1p )
τ01 = cov (U0p ,U1p )
Level-one (residual) variance:
σ 2 = var (Rt p)
AIC

PantropicalOnly
Coeff.
S.E.

Pantropicalenvironment-structure
Coeff.
S.E.

2.4478

0.0151

2.5302

0.013

0.5320

0.0070

0.5296

0.007

0.0098
0.3368
–0.0632
0.0204

0.0010
0.0009
0.0089
0.0055

Continentclassification-structure
Coeff.
S.E.

2.5473

0.0483

2.5018

0.0385

2.0212

0.0583

0.5767
–0.2224
–0.1382
–0.0536
0.0403
–0.0565
–0.0913

0.0200
0.0557
0.0674
0.0519
0.0228
0.0265
0.0216

0.5720
–0.0747
–0.1023
0.1112
0.0436
–0.0559
–0.0897
0.0121
0.4647
–0.0677
0.0157

0.0197
0.0463
0.0616
0.0422
0.0226
0.0262
0.0213
0.0011
0.0979
0.0090
0.0059

0.5714
–0.1724
–0.2935
0.0215
0.0447
–0.0557
–0.0877
0.0120
NA
NA
NA
0.1804
0.1456

0.0198
0.0475
0.0591
0.0449
0.0227
0.0263
0.0214
0.0010
NA
NA
NA
0.0269
0.0652

S.E.

Var. comp.

S.E.

Var. comp.

S.E.

Var. comp.

S.E.

Var. comp.

S.E.

0.1782
0.0102
–0.0374

0.0251
0.0060

0.0377
0.0100
–0.0126

0.0115
0.0060

0.0541
0.0065
–0.0095

0.0138
0.0048

0.0318
0.0063
–0.0082

0.0106
0.0047

0.0369
0.0064
–0.0084

0.0114
0.0047

0.0536
–1861.2

0.0138

0.0536
–2037.4

0.0536
–1945.6

0.0138

0.0536
–2122.6

0.0138

0.0536
–2068.9

0.0138

Continental-level models

The third column of Table 2 shows the results from a second
approach, where continent has been included as an indicator
variable as in Eq. (9) with the fixed effect “continent” terms
significantly modulating both the slope and intercept of the
log(H ):log(D) relationship. With the same random effects
structure retained as for the pantropical model of Eq. (7),
a significant improvement relative to the pantropical model
(based on diameter alone) was observed as shown by the significant decrease in AIC from −1861 to −1945 and the reductions in all level-two (plot) residual effects. Nevertheless,
the inclusion of the geographically explicit “continent” terms
did not provide as much explanatory power as the addition of
climate and stand structure variables to the pantropical model
(AIC = −2037).
This continental model highlights significant differences
between some of the fixed-effect parameters amongst continents. Specifically, models for South America and Asia have
statistically similar intercepts, but the intercept term is significantly lower for both Australia and Africa. On the other
hand, H:D models for Asia and Africa have similar slopes,
Biogeosciences, 8, 1081–1106, 2011

Continentenvironment-structure
Coeff.
S.E.

Var. comp.

coefficient itself. But rather, simply the intercept term, readily interpretable here as log(H ) at D = 1 dm.
3.1.4

ContinentalOnly
Coeff.
S.E.

both of which are significantly higher than for Australia and
South America.
Given the clear effects of both continental location and environment/structure on H:D allometry we joined the two to
see the overall effect, this being the continent-environmentstructure model of Column 4 of Table 2. Here some of the
parameter values are significantly different compared to the
preceding models, with a further reduction in the variance associated with the level-2 plot variance intercept term. Overall, the importance of accounting for continental location,
climate and structure as intercept terms can be seen by this
substantially lower plot-level intercept variance of 0.032, as
compared to 0.178 for the simple pantropical model.
The final column of Table 2 shows the results for the
continent-classification-structure of Eq. (10). Here we
have eliminated the climate variables in the continentalenvironment-structure forest-structure model by simply assigning forests to three moisture classes (dry, moist,
wet). This simple classification produced highly significant
estimates for the associated χ01 and χ02 intercept terms and
estimates for the values of the other fixed terms that were
nearly identical to the values for the continental-climatestructure model, although with a slightly inferior AIC.
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Table 3. Effect of region, forest structure and climate on model estimates of the relationship between the natural logarithm of tree height,
log(H ) – measuremed in metres, and the natural logarithm of diameter at breast height, log(D) – measured in decimetres, for grand-meancentered structural and environmental data. For the region-based models the base value is Asia with the region-classification-structure model
also having dry forests as an additional base value. Significant terms are bold (p < 0.05). Precipitation dry season (SD : months), precipitation
coefficient of variance (PV ), mean annual temperature (TA : ◦ C), forest moisture class (FM : dry, moist, wet), tree basal area (A, m2 ha−1 )
NA: not applicable. See Appendix A for working equations.
Region
Only
Coeff.

Fixed effects
γ00 = Intercept (Asia)
γ10 = Coefficient of ln(D): (Asia)
γ01 = Intercept (Central Africa–Asia)
γ02 = Intercept (E. Africa–Asia)
γ03 = Intercept (W. Africa–Asia)
γ04 = Intercept (Brazilian Shield Amazonia–Asia)
γ05 = Intercept (East-Central Amazonia–Asia)
γ06 = Intercept (Guyana Shield–Asia)
γ07 = Intercept (West Amazonia–Asia)
γ09 = Intercept (Australia- Asia)
γ11 = Coefficient of ln(D): (Central Africa–Asia)
γ12 = Coefficient of ln(D): (E. Africa–Asia)
γ13 = Coefficient of ln(D): (W. Africa–Asia)
γ14 = Coefficient of ln(D): (Brazilian Shield–Asia)
γ15 = Coefficient of ln(D): (E-Central Amazonia–Asia)
γ16 = Coefficient of ln(D): (Guyana Shield–Asia)
γ17 = Coefficient of ln(D): (West Amazonia–Asia)
γ19 = Coefficient of ln(D): (Australia–Asia)
ς01 = Intercept (A−32.4): m2 ha−1
η01 = Intercept (PV −0.57)
η02 = Intercept (SD −3.7): months
η03 = Intercept (TA −24.7): ◦ C
χ01 = Intercept (moist forest–dry forest)
χ02 = Intercept (wet forest-dry forest)
Random effect
Level-two (plot) random effects:
τ02 = var (U0p )
τ12 = var (U1p )
τ01 = cov (U0p ,U1p )
Level-one (residual) variance
σ2 = var (Rtp )
AIC

3.2

Regionforest-structure
Coeff.
S.E.

2.5470
0.5782
–0.1172
–0.3698
–0.1868
–0.0943
–0.2229
0.1482
0.0080
–0.1385
–0.0235
0.0739
0.0583
–0.1131
–0.0710
–0.0797
–0.1113
–0.0568

0.0424
0.0191
0.0603
0.0612
0.0584
0.0558
0.0525
0.0562
0.0528
0.0590
0.0277
0.0270
0.0254
0.0251
0.0252
0.0248
0.0241
0.0253

2.5182
0.5736
0.0322
–0.1987
–0.1313
0.1062
–0.0116
0.1938
0.0971
–0.1456
–0.0218
0.0779
0.0626
–0.1089
–0.0800
–0.0735
–0.1070
–0.0565
0.0120
0.3360
–0.0449
0.0191

0.0368
0.0190
0.0561
0.0683
0.0494
0.0528
0.0488
0.0475
0.0452
0.0664
0.0275
0.0268
0.0252
0.0249
0.0250
0.0246
0.0240
0.0252
0.0011
0.1017
0.0094
0.0076

2.0757
0.5729
–0.0858
–0.2984
–0.1488
0.0334
–0.1185
0.1824
0.0283
–0.2786
–0.0202
0.0785
0.0633
–0.1102
–0.0747
–0.0727
–0.1065
–0.0561
0.0109
NA
NA
NA
0.1533
0.1368

0.0530
0.0190
0.0530
0.0559
0.0505
0.0494
0.0477
0.0490
0.0461
0.0529
0.0275
0.0268
0.0252
0.0249
0.0250
0.0246
0.0240
0.0251
0.0010
NA
NA
NA
0.0286
0.0603

Var. comp.

S.E.

Var. comp.

S.E.

Var. comp.

S.E.

0.0407
0.0058
–0.0081

0.0120
0.0045

0.0275
0.0057
–0.0072

0.0099
0.0045

0.0289
0.0057
–0.0075

0.0101
0.0045

0.0536
–2027.9

0.0138

0.0536
–2156.0

0.0138

0.0536
–2147.1

0.0138

Regional-level models

Figure 3 summarizes the tree height data by region, with trees
again partitioned according to three size classes (D < 2 dm,
2 ≤ D ≤ 4 dm and D > 4 dm) and according to the forest
moisture classification as described above. This shows that
in dry forests the median height of trees in the smallest D
class (1 to 2 dm D) on the Guyana Shield is significantly
greater than trees in East and West Africa, on the Brazilian
Shield and in Australia. For moist forests, the tallest trees
in this size-class were encountered on the Guyana Shield
www.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/

S.E.

Regionenvironment-structure
Coeff.
S.E.

and in Western Amazonia and the shortest in Eastern Africa
and Eastern-Central Amazonia. Wet forest trees in Asia
from this same D class had a median height 4 m taller than
those in Western Amazonia. For trees with D > 4 dm, differences are even more substantial (14 m). The tallest dry
forest trees were found in Western Africa (median 33.8 m)
and Asia (29.5 m), with the former having a median height
9.8 m greater than dry-forest trees on the Brazilian Shield. In
moist forests, the tallest trees were measured in Asia, Central
and Western Africa, and on the Guyana Shield.
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Fig. 4. Median predicted tree height versus measured tree height by
plot for the region-environment-structure model. The solid red line
indicates the 1:1 relationship.
M

stands on the Guyana Shield where H is an underestimate of
∩

H . Plots of the model residuals versus A, PV , SD and D, as
well as versus annual precipitation, are presented in the Supplement, (Fig. S3). This shows the model to provide a reliable, unbiased estimate of tree heights across a wide range
Fig. 3. Tree height distribution by diameter class and region for
of environmental conditions and stand basal areas. The exdry, moist, and wet forests. Bars indicate upper and lower 0.05
plained variance of the region-environment-structure model
quantiles. Different letters within each panel indicate significant
as quantified by the calculation of a “pseudo” R 2 gives an R 2
differences (p < 0.05).
for level 1 (within plots) of 0.61 and a level-2 (between-plot)
R 2 of 0.80.
Similar to the models that included continent, assigning reThe modelled relationship between the region-only and
gion as a fixed effect while retaining plot as a random effect
region-environment-structure model (the latter with all cenalso resulted in significant improvement in the model relative
tered structural/environmental terms set to zero) are shown
to the multilevel model based on D alone, with significant
in Fig. 5a and b, respectively. Figure 5a can be considered to
differences among regions and with A, and climate variables
show the differences observed in the average H:D relationalso being significant (Table 3). Nevertheless, comparing
ship fortree
theheight
different
regions
with Fig.
showing
the for
results
4. Median predicted
versus
measured
tree5b
height
by plot
the region-envir
the AIC and the plot random-effect terms of theFig.
continentalof subtracting the effects of environment and forest structure
level models (Table 2), the overall improvementmodel.
with this
inThe solid red
linethese
indicates
the 1:1
relationship.
from
observed
regionally
dependent relationships. Figcreased level of complexity, although significant, was also
ure 5b suggests a broad separation of the nine regions into
relatively modest (AIC of −2156 versus −2127), with the
two fundamental groups. Those with a higher Ĥ at any given
coefficients for the structural and environmental parameters
D are the three African regions, Asia and the Guyana Shield,
hardly changed.
and the remaining South American regions (East-Central and
Figure 4 illustrates the ability of the region-environmentWestern Amazonia, Brazilian Shield) and Australia forming
structure model to predict stand-level height from diameter
a second group with low H . It would seem reasonable to con49
measurements. Here we have estimated H from associated
clude then, that most of the difference between the regionalD on the same tree and then presented each plot’s median Ĥ
and continental-level models is due to trees in the forests on
M
the Guyana Shield having Ĥ :D allometry that is more simiso predicted (denoted H ) against the actual measured median
∩
lar to that of trees in the forests of Asia and Africa than their
height, H . This shows that the region-environment-structure
geographically closer South and Central American counter∩
model successfully predicts H , except for some of the tallest
parts. This is also evident from close examination of Fig. 3.
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3.3

structure model and only being significant at P < 0.05 for
the continent-environment-structure model.

Plot-to-plot variation

Although the estimated 0.8 of the between-plot variance accounted for by the regional-environment-structure model is
4 Discussion
quite high, it was also of interest to evaluate whether the
remaining 0.2 could be related to other factors; some as4.1 Comparison with other models
pect of soil physical and/or chemical properties being the
most obvious candidates. Detailed soil data are available for
Based on our preliminary analyses as provided in the Supa large number of South American sites sampled as part of
plement, we chose a log(H ):log(D) model for our analysis
the RAINFOR network (Quesada et al., 2010), with addionly after also considering other commonly applied tropical
tional soil data and soil profile descriptions from some of
H:D allometric functions. Such equations included a combithe sites included in the H:D analyses above having been
nation of log–linear and asymptotic forms of up to three pacollected in Australia, Bolivia, Brazil, Brunei, Cameroon,
rameters (Bullock, 2000; Thomas, 1996; Bailey, 1980; Fang
French Guiana, Ghana, Malaysia and Peru over recent years
and Bailey, 1998). Although it has been suggested that log–
and analyzed with the same methodology.
normal and log–log relationships often do equally well in fitAlthough an examination of the relationships between soil
ting height to diameter, we found that log–normal relationchemistry (exchangeable cations, total soil P, soil C/N), soil
ships were insufficient for normalizing data and had higher
texture and variability in plot-effect terms revealed no stadeviation than log–log models.
tistically significant relations (p > 0.05), robust regression
Cessation of tree height growth in older trees (Kira, 1978)
techniques revealed plot intercept terms to be related to the
and relatively similar individual tree canopy heights within
index of soil physical properties developed by Quesada et
sites has given rise to calls for the application of asymptotic
al. (2010), a measure of effective soil depth, soil structure,
curve-fitting to model monotonic H:D relationships (Bultopography and anoxia. Fig. 6 shows that the random plot
lock, 2000). For individual species, girth continues to inintercept term for both the continent-environment-structure
crease while height remains virtually constant. This height
and regional-environment-structure models declines signifimodel selection based on biologically meaningful paramecantly as 5 increases, with the relationship being stronger for
ters such as species maximum height (Hmax ) has the advanthe former (P < 0.001 versus P < 0.05 ). Interestingly, many
tage of allowing for Hmax comparisons between species and
of
the
lower
outliers
in
the
regional-environment-structure
for thetree
evaluation
inter-relationships
structural
atFig. 5. Model predictions showing fitted relationship between
heightof(H)
and diameterbetween
D for the
different
model plot (Fig. 6b) were identified as forests existing at the
tributes and functional groups. For example, Hmax may corregions
(a) region-only
(b) region-environment-structure
model.
Also shown
in each panel
is the assolowest rainfall
extremes formodel;
their region,
generally existing
relate with
the architectural,
physiological
and demographic
with savanna/forest transition zones.
traits of coexisting species (Thomas,
1996; Thomas
and Bazciated pantropical model (pantropical only or pantropical-environment-structure),
this showing
the relationship
zaz, 1999; Poorter et al., 2003, 2006; Kohyama et al., 2003).
The random slope intercept, although showing a slight tenbetween
H and with
D for
dataset
as a whole.
Nevertheless, it is generally only large-statured species that
dency to increase
5, the
showed
no overall
statistically sigtend to show asymptotic H:D relationships (Iida et al., 2011)
nificant relationship with 5 for the regional-environmentwww.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/
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Fig. 6. Relationship between plot-level intercept residual terms and the Quesada et al. (2010) index of soil
and Poorter et al. (2006) found that approximately one-fourth
forest structure to accurately estimate H (Supplement, Taproperties
pantropical-environment-structure
(b)S2).
regional-environment-structure
of the physical
species examined
in (a)
a Bolivian
forest failed to exhibit
blemodel;
S3, Fig.
Moreover, as shown in Table model.
3, Fig. 5 and
asymptotic H:D relationships. In those species exhibiting
discussed further below, significant differences in the H:D
asymptotic relations it is unclear whether the reduction in
scaling exponent also exist for the different tropical regions,
tree height growth with height in mature stands represents
even once these variations in stand structure and environment
the approach to critical maximum height, or alternatively, the
are taken into account.
response of tall trees attaining a canopy position and reduced
4.2 Plot-to-plot variations
competition for light (King, 1990). In any case, because of
the wide variation observed in individual species H:D relaIt has been demonstrated that trees exhibit variations in artionships (Poorter et al., 2006), and because of inter-species
chitectural properties, both within and across sites (Nogueira
variations in Hmax (Baker et al., 2009), it is unlikely that
et al., 2008b; Sterck and Bongers, 2001; O’Brien et al.,
any single meaningful asymptotic relationship will apply for
1995; Osunkoya et al., 2007; Poorter et al., 2003, 2006).
a typically diverse tropical forest stand. It is probably for
The pantropical tree architecture dataset presented here repthis reason that, at the plot level, we found that the asympresents a first step towards unifying our understanding of
totic function failed to consistently converge for dry and wet
global tree architecture data. Our aim here was to examine
forests, and that this function grossly overestimated height in
whether and how forest structure, geography and climate inmany of our forests when the function did converge.
teract to affect tropical tree H:D allometric relationships. We
When our pantropical closed-canopy dry and moist forhave found significant differences in H:D allometries at conest models are compared to the second most comprehensive
tinental and regional scales as well as detecting significant
pantropical data set (Brown et al., 1989), that being based on 51effects of climate and forest structure.
3824 tree measurements, a strikingly close correspondence
As trees grow taller and crowns extend laterally, trees
was indicated between the slope coefficients of the two equanecessarily invest in stem diameter growth to support large
tions. Although such small differences could be taken to incrowns, replace functionally inactive vessels, and resist the
dicate a robust H:D relationship at the pantropical level, thus
increased wind stress. Although interpretable as giving rise
supporting the theory of a universal H:D scaling relationship
to asymptotic H:D relationships (Sterck et al., 2005), this
(e.g., Niklas and Spatz, 2004), differences in tree architecphenomenon can also be viewed in terms of the allometric
ture become apparent when the Brown moist model is comscaling coefficient (β1 ) in Eq. (1) necessarily being less than
pared to our region-specific models. The Brown moist mod1. Indeed, for a vertical basally anchored wooden cylinder
els only estimate H to within −22% to +4% of the median
with typical wood properties and just thick enough to prevent
of measured values. This is a substantial bias compared to
itself from buckling under its own weight, McMahon (1973)
our more sophisticated models that include environment and
estimated that the relationship D = 0.0011H1.5 (D and H
Biogeosciences, 8, 1081–1106, 2011
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both in meters) should apply. This relates to H = 20.2D 0.67
in the form and units of the current model and from the calculations associated with the pantropical model in Sect 3.1.2 it
appears that some trees found at D = 1 dm were approaching
heights only just less than their buckling limit and also that
some plots have allometric scaling coefficients very close to
the theoretical 0.67 maximum (King et al., 2009). Nevertheless, as the slope and intercept of the plot random effect terms
were negatively correlated, it seems unlikely for both to occur simultaneously. Rather, it would seem that in plots where
trees tend to be close to their buckling limit at D = 1 dm
they subsequently grow with allometric scaling coefficients
considerably below the theoretical 0.67 limit, thus assuming a greater safety margin as they grow taller. This is not
surprising as light competition and hence premium on vertical growth, is most severe at lower levels, while daytime
wind speeds, and hence the risk of direct mechanical damage, may increase more-or-less exponentially with canopy
height (Kruijt et al., 2000).
Overall, structural and environmental effects on H:D allometry observed were expressed as changes in the intercept
rather than in the slope of the log–log models (Tables 2 and
3). Since the intercept in our model has a meaningful interpretation (being the natural logarithm of the height of the
average tree at D = 1 dm), this means that effects of environment on forest tree H are already evident at the latesapling stage with the scaling coefficient for all regions, stand
structures and environmental conditions below the theoretical buckling limit mentioned above.
4.3

Vegetation structure effects

We found stand basal area (A), but not stem density, to be an
important driver of variation in H:D allometry. All else being
equal, forests with a greater A tended to have taller trees at
any given D. As high stem densities can occur even in forests
with lower stature and lower biomass, the stronger effect of
A can probably be explained in terms of greater competition
for light imposed by high basal area stands, this necessitating the allocation of more resources to height versus diameter
growth, thereby allowing trees to reach the upper layers more
rapidly once gaps are formed and to increase their chance of
survival. This supports findings from two old-growth forests
in Malaysia which have differing A and corresponding different H:D allometry, suggesting a general trend (King et al.,
2009). King (1981) also cites data from Ek (1974) showing that widely spaced trees growing in open environments
have thicker trunks than those of forest-grown trees of similar height; and, working with a Cordia alliodora plantation
spacing trial in Costa Rica, Hummel (2000) found that trees
that were more widely spaced tended to have a greater D
than those that were more closely packed, but with no effect
of stem density on H . She interpreted this result in terms
of classic plant population biology size-density theory (Yoda
et al., 1963) as applied to commercial forestry management
www.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/
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operations (Drew and Flewelling, 1977). Here it is considered that trees of a given age will generally all be of a similar height but with a lower average basal area (at any given
age/height) when growing in a denser stand due to lower rates
of light interception per tree. More densely packed stems
may also benefit from wind-sheltering allowing stems to put
fewer resources into diameter increment for stability; the effects of light and wind-sheltering are thus difficult to separate
(Henry and Aarssen, 1999).
4.4

Climatic effects

Results from the pantropical structure environment model
provide strong evidence for environmental effects on tree
H:D relationships, which persisted even after continental or
regional location were taken into account. Precipitation coefficient of variance (PV ), numbers of months with <0.1 m
of rainfall (SD ) and temperature (TA ) were all highly significant. It should also be noted that altitude (AL ) and TA were
strongly correlated; inclusion of one of these variables in the
model negated the other. In all cases, environment was found
to affect the intercept, but not the slope, of the H:D relationship.
4.4.1

Temporal distribution of rainfall

Dry-season length emerged as one key factor influencing
H:D relationships, with a longer dry season being associated
with stouter trees (Tables 2 and 3). The magnitude of this
effect can be appreciated from the data underlying Fig. 7b,
for which PV = 0.56 in all cases (close to the dataset average value), then calculating Ĥ with A and TA also at their
overall dataset average values. Applying Eq. (13) then for
D = 1 dm, then we obtain Ĥ = 13.0 m for SD = 3 months (as
for Cavalla, Liberia). On the other hand, for SD = 9 months
(as for Tucavaca, Bolivia) we estimate for H only 8.9 m. For
D = 5 dm, there is a difference in Ĥ of nearly 10 m with
Ĥ = 20.9 m versus 30.5 m for SD = 9 versus 3 months, respectively. Dry season length thus exerts a strong effect on
tropical forest tree H:D allometry.
Although this effect might be simply interpreted as reduced water availability giving rise to increased hydraulic
constraints on potential tree height (Koch et al., 2004; Ryan
and Yoder, 1997), the gravitational component of leaf water potential equates to only 0.01 Pa m−1 , much less than
might be expected to be easily offset by compensating physiological processes such as osmotic adjustment (Olivares and
Medina, 1992). Likewise, although it could be argued that
a longer path-length for water flow for taller trees might necessitate a greater hydraulic resistance and attendant more
negative leaf water potentials (thereby limiting maximum
tree height when water availability is low), once reasonable assumptions are made about patterns of xylem conduit tapering and packing in stems and branches, it emerges
that a greater tree height should not generally be associated
with increased hydraulic limitations on productivity or tissue
Biogeosciences, 8, 1081–1106, 2011
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Architectural considerations may also be important in aca greater amount of wet-season precipitation. This presumcounting for the dry-season length effect on H:D allometry.
ably would allow the underlying soil profile to recharge to
This is because tropical tree average tree crown diameters at
a greater depth (where possible). On the other hand, a high
any given D tend to increase with dry season length (FeldPV may, in some circumstances, also be associated with a relpausch et al., unpublished results). This may allow for inatively short dry-season length when the precipitation pattern
creasingly “top-heavy” trees being possible due to the sturis bimodal (as for the Liberian site in Fig. 7). This is bedier H:D allometry. All else being equal, this should result in
more efficient water flow due to a greater cross-sectional area 52cause, in such situations, the overall variability may be similar to the unimodal case, but with the second smaller “dry
of xylem vessels existing towards the top of the tree (Sperry
season” resulting in less precipitation received of an annual
et al., 2008).
basis (hence a higher PV ). Associated with this would be exSomewhat surprisingly, in addition to dry season length,
pected to be lower runoff losses associated with extreme rainthe coefficient of variation for precipitation (PV ) emerged as
fall events. Bimodal patterns such as that shown for the Cava strong predictor for variations in H:D allometry, accounting
alla site in Liberia in Fig. 7 are quite common in Western and
for more of the observed variation than did annual precipitaEquatorial Africa due to interactions between the Intertropition. The differential effects of PV and SD in modulating the
cal Convergence Zone and the African easterly jets (Hayward
log(H ) : log(D) relationship can be determined by an examand Oguntoyinbo, 1987; Nicholson and Grist, 2003).
ination of their likely range and covariability as is shown in
Biogeosciences, 8, 1081–1106, 2011
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4.4.2

Temperature and altitude

The influence of temperature was more modest than for water availability, except when considering higher elevation
forests. For example, comparing predictions for the coolest
site in our data set (Mazumbai Forest in Tanzania at 1806 m
elevation with TA = 15.3 ◦ C) we obtain H = 10.4 m, and
for the hottest site (HOZ-01 in Cambodia TA = 27.5 ◦ C)
H = 13.3 m at D = 1 dm were A, PV , SD all at their dataset
average values. At D = 5 dm the corresponding estimates for
H are 20.9 and 24.5 m, respectively (Fig. 7).
As noted above, much of the variation in TA observed for
this dataset is a consequence of variations in the altitude (AL )
at which trees were growing. It is well known that trees decrease in average height as altitude increases (Grubb, 1977),
this generally being attributed to their lower productivity resulting from persistent cloudiness (low radiation) and a low
leaf-area index (Bruijnzeel and Veneklaas, 1998). But this
observation per se provides no explanation as to why the
H:D allometry itself should change with TA , with trees at
higher AL (lower TA ) having lower intercepts in the model
and hence being shorter at any given D.
Following the arguments above, one possibility accounting for this is adverse water relations at higher elevation, for
example, due to an increased viscosity of water at lower temperatures (Roderick and Berry, 2001). But there is little to
suggest that montane trees are any different from lowland
trees in terms of hydraulic construction (Coomes et al., 2007)
and, if anything, the available evidence suggests lower likelihood of soil water deficits adversely affecting the function of
higher altitude trees (Cavelier, 1990; Zotz et al., 1998; Rada
et al., 2009).
It is more likely that structural considerations are important here. Wind speeds generally increase with altitude on
mountains (Woodward, 1993) and Lawton (1982) showed
that physiognomic differences for Didymopanax pittieri trees
growing on a mountain in Costa Rica were related to a gradient of wind stress. Specifically, wind stress in his study forest
increased with proximity to ridges and for a given H , trunk D
increased with proximity to the ridge-crest. This example of
thigmorphogenesis (Grace, 1977) has also been observed in
experiments manipulating the montane forest seedling wind
regime (Cordero, 1999).
There may also be other factors interacting with wind
stress to give rise to typically conservative H:D allometries at
higher altitudes. For example, soil mineral layers are likely
to be thinner, more waterlogged and with generally less favorable conditions for root development (Grieve et al., 1990;
Schawe et al., 2007; Quesada et al., 2009a). Although overlying organic layers are often thicker at lower temperatures
(Grieve et al., 1990; Wilcke et al., 2008) they are also often structurally fragile, thus providing little mechanical support. This may give rise to the development of extensive but
shallow root plates at higher altitude (e.g., Soethe, 2006).
Under such circumstances a greater tree stem basal area at
www.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/
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the soil level would be expected to provide a more extensive
root system that radiates from the trunk before tapering and
branching, and thus provide more vertical sinker roots (Ennos, 2000) and greater overall anchorage support. Associated
with the greater stem basal area at the soil level would be an
attendent reduction in H:D ratios.
4.5

Geographical location

Inclusion of continental location or geographical region significantly improved overall model fits as shown by the AIC
with regions being the better broad-scale spatial descriptor.
From Fig. 3 it is clear that this was mostly due to the Guyana
Shield forests having H:D allometries much more similar to
African and Asian regions than other parts of South America once environmental effects are taken into account. In that
context we note that, unlike most of the rest of Amazonia,
the rain forests of the Guyana Shield are characterized by
high abundances of caesalpinoids, the most basal members
of the legume family, and with similar dominances of the
same or closely related genera (e.g., Cynometra, Microberlinia, Tetraberlinia, Gilbertiodendron, Julibernardia) occurring across much of Western and Central Tropical Africa.
This unique phytogeographical affinity is likely attributable
to the extreme antiquity and stability of the Guyana Shield
and a mutual Gondwanan origin for many taxa (Hammond,
2005b). This is much less the case for the rest of the Amazonian forest, especially for areas closer to the Andes which
have been subject to recent tectonic uplift. Although, it
should be noted that there are also strong phytogeographical affinities between the trees of the Guyana Shield and
East/Central Amazonia (Hammond, 2005b).
That Asian trees are the tallest of all regions at higher
D (Fig. 3) may be related to the tall stature of the dominant family there, viz. the Dipterocarpaceae: for which
some species commonly attain heights of 60 m (Ashton and
Hall, 1992; Yamakura et al., 1986). However, continental differences in the maximum height of tropical forests
do not appear to be directly affected by the familial composition of the forests; non-diperterocarps in Asian forests
exhibit an equally tall maximum height as diperterocarps
and cross-continental differences are still observed within a
phylogenetically-constrained subset of the data, the Fabaceae
alone (Banin et al. 2011). Futhermore, for a Malaysian forest it has been shown that species which are tall at maximum
size tend to be relatively short for a given diameter at juvenile stages (Thomas, 1996). Fabaceae (common in parts of
the Guyana Shield and Africa) and Dipterocarpaceae have
also been likened to each other in terms of other functional
attributes, such as seed size, mast fruiting and juvenile dominance of the understorey, and thus forests dominated by
these families may be more similar in terms of allometry
(LaFrankie, 2005).
The separation of H:D relationships into two main
groups in the region-environment-structure model (Fig. 5b)
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compared to the greater scatter of the region-only model
(Fig. 5a) indicates the importance of regional climate and forest structure (i.e. basal area) in directing H development for
a given D. Here Fig. 5a can be interpreted as showing average H:D relationships actually observed for each region,
with Fig. 5b showing what is modelled to occur were all
regions to have a similar (average) climates and stand-level
basal areas. Thus, although in terms of their “fundamental”
allometry Fig. 5b indicates little difference between the three
African regions and Asia, Fig. 5a shows that, on average, the
forests of Central and East Africa do not reach this “potential”. From Table 1 we can conclude this is a consequence
of many of the forests sampled there being at higher than average altitudes and hence with a lower TA and an associated
stouter than average stature (Sect. 4.5). On the other hand,
Australian forests seem to be more slender than their basic allometry would suggest, this being attributable to higher than
average A and PV more than offsetting the effects of a lower
than average TA .
But why, as a whole, should most of the forests of the
Amazon and those of Australia be of a different H:D allometry compared to Africa and Asia, even once structural and
environmental effects are taken into account? For Australia,
it might be argued that a lower stature for a given D might
be an adaptation to facilitate survival under catastrophic cyclone events (Webb, 1958) and that such events do not occur
in South America (Lonfat et al., 2004) with Caribbean storm
tracks rarely crossing the tip of the Guyana Shield countries
to Colombia (Hammond, 2005a). Much less frequent but still
intense squall lines occasionally can propagate into the interior of Amazonia (Garstang et al., 1998), but destructive
effects appear mostly confined to regions of unusually shallow soils and local return times are extremely lengthy (Lloyd
et al., 2009a). While a squall event caused extensive damage in Amazonia (Negrón-Juárez et al., 2010), analysis of
sequential imagery across the whole region (Espı́rito-Santo
et al., 2010) confirms return times are on the order of tens of
thousands of years for any randomly selected patch of forest.
Moreover, intense and potentially catastrophic squall lines
are also common in the West African tropical forest region
(Hayward and Oguntoyinbo, 1987). It would therefore seem
that a high probability of extreme wind events cannot explain
the stout stature of Amazon forest trees outside the Guyana
Shield.
It is also unlikely that large-scale differences in soil fertility underlie the observed differences in H:D allometry (Ashton and Hall, 1992), at least at the regional scale. For example, although it is probably the case that tropical forest soils
in Africa and Asia are, on average, more fertile than those
of the Amazon Basin (Sanchez, 1976), much of the Congo
Basin in Central Africa is characterised by typically infertile
ferralsols (Eswaran et al., 1997). Similarly, fertile soils of
a relatively recent genesis are quite common in the Western
Amazon Basin (Quesada et al., 2009a, 2010).
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On the other hand, it may be that Quaternary tectonic and
geomorphological processes have played an important role in
the observed regional differences in H:D allometry. In particular, it now seems that the rain forests of the Guyana Shield
were separated from the rest of the Amazon forest during the
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), with savanna-type vegetation occupying much of what is now the Central and Eastern
Amazon forest region (Anhuf et al., 2006). The shrunken
Amazon humid forest area was largely confined to the western part of the basin where, as mentioned previously, soils are
often quite shallow with more slender trees probably being
at a disadvantage due to a greater probability of windthrow.
Moreover, as the LGM climate was generally drier, hydraulic
constraints may have been more prevalent (perhaps interacting with the generally shallower soils). Moreover, during
this, time Western Amazonia was (and remains) a relatively
dynamic environment with ongoing tectonic activity and significant lateral erosion and channel changes in meandering
rivers and with associated high site turnover disturbance frequencies (Salo et al., 1986). This situation is related to continued uplift of the Andes and presumably favors shorter
trees with greater structural stability.
The Brazilian Shield is of similar geological antiquity to
the Guyana Shield, though some of the tropical forests there
are, by contrast, relatively recent, having expanded southward over the past 3000 years. The present-day limits of
these Brazilian-Shield forests represent the southernmost extent of Amazonian rain forest over at least the past 50 000
years. This recent rain forest expansion is attributed to increased seasonal latitudinal migration of the Intertropical
Convergence Zone (Mayle et al., 2000). Even forests expanding earlier in the Holocene would be expected to have
retained the characteristics of the remnant western forests
that were able to persist through the LGM.
This situation in South America during and after the LGM
would have contrasted with that of S.E. Asia and Africa
where tectonic stability has generally been the norm during
the Quaternary, with most S.E. Asian forests being located in
a tectonically inactive region towards the center of the Sunda
plate (Tingay et al., 2010). African forests also occurred in
areas considered to have been tectonically stable during the
Quaternary (Schlüter, 2008). Moreover, rain forest remnant
areas as identified for S.E. Asia and Africa by Heaney (1991)
and Anhuf et al. (2006), respectively, seem also to have been
mostly in coastal maritime areas where the climate is presumably moister and where deeper soils with fewer structural
limitations also prevail (Ashton and Hall, 1992; Eswaran et
al., 1997). Thus, in Africa and S.E. Asia there would have
been fewer selective pressures towards a less slender growth
form that may have increased the probability of survival in
the remnant forests. This is in contrast to the Amazon Basin
where geological instabilities and marginal soils at the edge
of the Andes would have prevailed throughout the remnant
forest area, there would have been fewer selective pressures
towards a stout stature, thus increasing the probability of
www.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/
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survival for the more slender growth form in the remnant
forests in Africa and S.E. Asia.
It is, however, also the case that many of the soils of
Central and Eastern Amazon lowlands are of a considerable
depth with few physical limitations (Quesada et al., 2010).
At first glance this would provide a more suitable substrate
for trees with a Guyanan-type allometry (rather than that
of the Western Amazon) according to the above hypothesis. Nevertheless, in the Central and Eastern Amazon regions
the dominant soils have an unusually fine texture (>80%
clay size particles, often “Belterra Clays”; see Quesada et
al., 2009a) which, compared to the loamier textured ferralsol type soils of the Guyana Shield (Lescure and Boulet,
1985; Quesada et al., 2010; Van Kekem et al., 1997), have
a lower water-holding capacity per unit volume (Hodnett and
Tomasella, 2002). These differences in soil-water holding
capacity per season would effectively amplify the dry season effect, requiring many East/Central Amazon forests to
have deeper rooting depths than would otherwise be the case
and could result in greater sapwood cross-sectional areas and
associated H:D allometry. Trees in North-West Amazonia
die dynamically, while in the North-East they die statically
(Chao et al., 2009), which is consistent with the greater structural challenges due to soil constraints in Western Amazonia.
Other possible reasons for differences among regions may
be the average successional status of primary forests, biotic
interactions affecting forest mechanics, and changing forest
structure. For example, there may be regional differences in
the extent to which mechanical processes such as branch-fall,
partial root tip-up, and bending of stems by liana tree-to-tree
links play a role in structuring tree architecture (Hallé et al.,
1978). Significant areas of liana forest occur near the southern border of the Amazon on the Brazilian Shield (Daly and
Mitchell, 2000). Similarly, forests with a high bamboo abundance are locally prevalent in South-West Amazonia (Daly
and Mitchell, 2000; Nelson et al., 2006). Bamboo has a mechanical effect on crown structure as the bending and weight
of bamboo shoots break tree branches and crowns (Griscom
and Ashton, 2006), tending to reduce tree height for a given
diameter. Bamboo may dominate up to 180 000 km2 of Amazonian forests (Nelson et al., 2006) and therefore may represent one of several unaccounted factors reducing tree height
and carbon stocks at the landscape scale.
Irrespective of the exact reasons for the observed continental differences, the considerable variation in scaling coefficients (β1 ) observed – from 0.47 ± 0.02 for the Brazilian
Shield and Western Amazonia to 0.65 ± 0.03 for East Africa
– argues against the existence of any sort of universal tree
scaling allometry as has been argued by some on the basis of
tree hydraulics “principles” (Enquist et al., 2000; Niklas and
Spatz, 2004). Indeed, the discussions above lend much more
strongly towards the notion that variations in β1 observed are
due more to structural as oppossed to hydrological considerations as has also suggested by Taneda and Taneda (2004).
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4.6

Soil phyiscal constraints

The random plot-effect terms extracted from the final model
did not correlate significantly with any measure of soil fertility or texture. However, we found that the Quesada Index of soil physical limitations (5) was related to tree height
for trees at D = 1 dm; trees growing on soils with few or no
physical limitations grew taller than those subject to greater
physical limitations (Fig. 6). As was shown by Quesada
et al. (2009b), soils with a high 5 are generally associated
with high stand turnover rates due to a higher probability of
windthrow or other disturbances (Chao et al., 2009). Consequently, trees on such soils being thicker at any given H
could be a structural adaption to increase the probability of
survival in the face of adverse soil physical conditions. Alternatively, it may reflect greater light availability in forest
stands with higher dynamism, thus reducing the competitive
drive to rapidly gain height.
That the relationship between the plot-level residuals and
(5) was much stronger for the pantropical-environmentalstructure model than for the regional-environmentalstructure (Fig. 6) also supports the suggestion of Sect. 4.6
that much of the geographic variation in the allometric scaling coefficients observed may be attributable to different susceptibilities to disturbance, either now or in the past. Also
of interest, for the regional-environmental-structure model in
particular, there was a tendency for the lower outlying plots
(i.e., those of unusually stout trees – even after accounting for
climate, structure and soil physical characteristics) to be located in forest-savanna transitional areas or even in areas otherwise dominated by savannas. This could be attributable to
soils with only modestly constraining soil physical characteristics presenting greater relative constraints on water storage
and/or uptake than for precipitation regimes characterised by
a shorter dry season (Sect. 4.4) and/or the relationship between SD and β0 becoming strongly non-linear as tropical
forests trees approach their xeric limits. Nevertheless, there
was no relationship between the level-2 (plot) residuals and
any of PA , PV or SD (Supplement, Table S3). This lack of
any absolute effect of precipitation on the model residuals is
perhaps because of transitional forests being located across
a wide range of precipitation regimes (with PA ranging from
ca. 0.6 to ca. 1.8 m a−1 in the current dataset). This large
variability in transitional forest precipitation regimes may be
due to the tropical vegetation distributions being defined by
underlying soil chemical and physical characteristics as well
as the more widely recognised climatic constraints (Schimper, 1903; Lloyd et al., 2009b).
5

Conclusions

We found tropical tree H:D allometry to be modulated
by geographic location, environment and forest structure.
Although the precise reasons for these effects remain to
be ascertained, we have discussed the likely drivers for
Biogeosciences, 8, 1081–1106, 2011
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Table A1. Parameter values for environment-structure to estimate H (m) from D, basal area (A, m2 ha−1 ), precipitation coefficient of
variance (PV ), dry season (SD , no. months < 0.1 m), and mean annual temperature (TA ), with all variables non-centered (i.e., as measured)
and with tree diameters expressed in centimeters denoted as D ∗ . All equations are of the form: log(H ) = β0 +β1 log(D ∗ )+ς01 A+η01 PV +
η02 SD + η03 TA with all logarithmic terms on the natural (Naperian) scale of base e and PV in the format reported by the WorldClim dataset
(percent).

Equation

Intercept,
β0

Coefficient of
log(D ∗ ),β1

Coefficient of
A,ς01

Coefficient of
PV ,η01

Coefficient of
SD ,η02

Coefficient of
TA ,η03

Pan tropical environment structure

0.4893

0.5296

0.0098

0.0034

–0.0632

0.0204

Continental-environment-structure (Asia)
Continental-environment-structure (Africa)
Continental-environment-structure (Australia)
Continental-environment-structure (South America)

0.3542
0.1789
0.3803
0.6722

0.5720
0.6156
0.5161
0.4823

0.0121
0.0121
0.0121
0.0121

0.0047
0.0047
0.0047
0.0047

–0.0677
–0.0677
–0.0677
–0.0677

0.0157
0.0157
0.0157
0.0157

0.2797
0.3622
–0.0984
0.0043
0.6373
0.4524
0.6429
0.6233
0.2641

0.5736
0.5518
0.6515
0.6362
0.4647
0.4936
0.5001
0.4666
0.5171

0.0120
0.0120
0.0120
0.0120
0.0120
0.0120
0.0120
0.0120
0.0120

0.0034
0.0034
0.0034
0.0034
0.0034
0.0034
0.0034
0.0034
0.0034

–0.0449
–0.0449
–0.0449
–0.0449
–0.0449
–0.0449
–0.0449
–0.0449
–0.0449

0.0191
0.0191
0.0191
0.0191
0.0191
0.0191
0.0191
0.0191
0.0191

Region-environment-structure (Asia)
Region-environment-structure (Central Africa)
Region-environment-structure (East Africa)
Region-environment-structure (West Africa)
Region-environment-structure (Brazilian Shield Amazonia)
Region-environment-structure (East-Central Amazonia)
Region-environment-structure (Guyana Shield Amazonia)
Region-environment-structure (West Amazonia)
Region-environment-structure (Australia)

these effects and present a new series of field-applicable
scale-, environment-, and forest structure-dependent allometric equations to estimate H from D (Appendix A). Due to the
variations in H:D allometry observed, we also suggest that
H should be included as a parameter in biomass estimates
wherever possible. The H:D model equations presented here
should, in conjunction with biomass equations that include
H , permit improved estimates of biomass carbon storage and
carbon fluxes across tropical forests.
Appendix A
Working allometric equations for calculation of
tree height from diameter
Throughout this paper we have used “centered” environmental variables, as these allow for the fitted intercept of the models to be meaningfully interpreted, this being the natural logarithm of the fitted height at D = 1 dm for a tree growing
in a stand of average basal area under the average climatic
conditions of the dataset. Nevertheless, for working calculations, non-centered parameterizations may be preferable.
The two model forms are, however, readily interchangeable.
For example, taking the pantropical structure-environment
mode we can write
log(H ) = γ00 + ς01 Ã + η01 P̃V + η02 S̃D
+η03 T̃A + γ01 log(D)

(A1)

where Ã is the mean centered stand-level basal area, P̃V is
the mean-centered precipitation coefficient of variation, S̃D
is the mean-centered dry-season length and T̃A is the meanBiogeosciences, 8, 1081–1106, 2011

Table A2 Parameter values for solely geographically based equations presented in the main text to estimate H (m) and with tree diameters expressed in centimeters denoted as D ∗ . All equations are
of the form log(H ) = β0 +β1 log(D ∗ ) with all logarithmic terms on
the natural (Naperian) scale of base e.
Intercept,
β0

Coefficient of
log(D ∗ ),β1

Pan tropical

1.2229

0.5320

Continent (Asia)
Continent (Africa)
Continent (Australia)
Continent (South America)

1.2194
0.9043
1.2113
1.3760

0.5767
0.6170
0.5202
0.4854

Region (Asia)
Region (Central Africa)
Region (East Africa)
Region (West Africa)
Region (Brazilian Shield Amazonia)
Region (East-Central Amazonia)
Region (Guyana Shield Amazonia)
Region (West Amazonia)
Region (Australia)

1.2156
1.1525
0.6757
0.8946
1.3818
1.1562
1.5473
1.4799
1.2078

0.5782
0.5547
0.6521
0.6365
0.4651
0.5072
0.4985
0.4669
0.5214

centered annual average temperature. Equation (A1) can be
re-written as
log(H ) = γ00 + ς01 (A − Ā) + η01 (PV − P̄V )
+η02 (SD − S̄D ) + η03 (TA − T̄A ) + γ01 log(D)

(A2)

where A, PV , SD and TA are the (actual) observed values for
stand-level basal area, precipitation coefficient of variation
(percent), dry-season length and annual average temperature,
respectively and Ā, P̄V , S̄D and T̄A are the (overall) dataset
www.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/
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Table A3 Parameter values for regional-classification-structure equations presented in the main text to estimate H (m) and with tree diameters expressed in centimeters denoted as D ∗ . All equations are of the form log(H ) = β0 + β1 log(D ∗ ) + ς01 A with all logarithmic terms on
the natural (Naperian) scale of base e.
Intercept, β0

Coefficient of log(D ∗ ),β1

Coefficient of A, ς01

Dry
Region-classification-structure (Asia)
Region-classification-structure (Central Africa)
Region-classification-structure (East Africa)
Region-classification-structure (West Africa)
Region-classification-structure (Brazilian Shield Amazonia)
Region-classification-structure (East-Central Amazonia)
Region-classification-structure (Guyana Shield Amazonia)
Region-classification-structure (West Amazonia)
Region-classification-structure (Australia)

0.7565
0.7172
0.2774
0.4619
1.0436
0.8100
1.1064
1.0301
0.6071

0.5729
0.5527
0.6514
0.6362
0.4627
0.4982
0.5002
0.4664
0.5168

0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109

Moist
Region-classification-structure (Asia)
Region-classification-structure (Central Africa)
Region-classification-structure (East Africa)
Region-classification-structure (West Africa)
Region-classification-structure (Brazilian Shield Amazonia)
Region-classification-structure (East-Central Amazonia)
Region-classification-structure (Guyana Shield Amazonia)
Region-classification-structure (West Amazonia)
Region-classification-structure (Australia)

0.9098
0.8705
0.4307
0.6152
1.1969
0.9633
1.2597
1.1834
0.7604

0.5729
0.5527
0.6514
0.6362
0.4627
0.4982
0.5002
0.4664
0.5168

0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109

Wet
Region-classification-structure (Asia)
Region-classification-structure (Central Africa)
Region-classification-structure (East Africa)
Region-classification-structure (West Africa)
Region-classification-structure (Brazilian Shield Amazonia)
Region-classification-structure (East-Central Amazonia)
Region-classification-structure (Guyana Shield Amazonia)
Region-classification-structure (West Amazonia)
Region-classification-structure (Australia)

0.8933
0.8540
0.4142
0.5987
1.1804
0.9468
1.2432
1.1669
0.7439

0.5729
0.5527
0.6514
0.6362
0.4627
0.4982
0.5002
0.4664
0.5168

0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109
0.0109

Equation

mean values. Rearrangement of Eq. (A2) gives
log(H ) = [γ00 − ς01 Ā − η01 P̄V − η02 S̄D − η03 T̄A ]
(A3)
+ς01 A + η01 PV + η02 SD + η03 TA + γ01 log(D)
This shows that the centering of the structural/environmental
variables prior to fitting the model does not affect the fitted
slopes, only affecting the intercept term (here all the terms
within the square brackets). The intercept for non-centered
equations can thus readily be recalculated for the centered
case and the slopes do not change.
Although the intercept of Eq. (A3) is now intuitively
meaningless it is of a form that may be more suitable for
working estimations of H from measurements of D. Likewise, although we have chosen to express D in units of
decimeters throughout this paper (this making the intercept in
the centered model the logarithm of the predicted tree height
at D = 1 dm – an often used minimum value of D for inclusion of a tree in a forest inventory), most foresters and ecologists prefer to work in centimeters. Retrieval of the “raw”
www.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/

parameters (and those with D in cm) from Tables 1 and 2
may prove to be laborious and result in calculations that are
subject to error. In order to aid the practical use of the equations presented in this paper, we therefore present the “translated” forms of all model parameterisations in Table A1 (i.e.,
with all variables non-centered and diameter at breast height
expressed in cm), with Tables A2 and A3 containing other
equations presented in the text tabulated in a readily usable
form.
Supplementary material related to this
article is available online at:
http://www.biogeosciences.net/8/1081/2011/
bg-8-1081-2011-supplement.pdf.
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